Dear Dan,

Last night, Monday 23 September, was my night off from (G6). I worked Sunday night, and late in my shift I was cleaning some restrooms in a public area close to the ER.

I was emptying the trash in the men’s restroom, and when I bent over to grab a new liner from the roll stashed at the bottom of the can, I saw a knife. It was a little dark in the bottom of the trash can, so I started to pick up the knife with two fingers to confirm what I thought it was. After seeing the truth, many thoughts occurred to me in short order;

1. I thought is was good I was wearing gloves so I wouldn’t leave any of my prints on the knife,
2. I knew someone had planted the knife there for later use or retrieval,
3. I knew I needed to call Security to properly process and take custody of the illicit weapon,
4. I knew the Lord would have more to say about this later.

I left the restroom for a short time to have the lady at the front desk page a Security Officer, but before she could do anything she saw him already coming from a short distance off and said, “there he is”.

Once he got close enough I got his attention and said; “I have discovered an illicit weapon in the men’s room”.

When the Security Officer and I arrived at the restroom he peeked in the can and, once he saw the knife, these words came out of his mouth;

“HOLY SHIT!”

Then, after thinking for a minute the Officer said he needed to get the camera from the Security Office. We looked at each other for a moment, and then I said I would guard the men’s room until he got back.

After the Officer’s return and while he was taking pictures he remarked that;

“THIS WAS PUT HERE WITH INTENT”,

and I agreed with his assessment.

Someone had lifted the trash liner from the can and hid the knife at the bottom, out of sight,
under the trash bag. Only a criminal or a janitor would think to remove the bag for that purpose. In this case, I was the janitor, and I knew the meaning.

In addition to the camera, the Officer had also brought with him a ruler to measure the blade, which turned out to be 8 1/2 inches in length.

The blade was not as sharp as it could have been, but it still had a nasty point and would have caused some serious damage, or even death.

By allowing me to "be there" at the right time and place to make the discovery, the Lord was stating that the Word Against (G6) (Letter 203) was and is effective, and is in the process of dis-arming the satanic forces that have been working in and around (G6) for a long time. All hidden devices have been laid bare, taken into custody, and removed by the appropriate authorities, just as it is written:

*Having disarmed principalities and powers,*

*He made a public spectacle of them,*

*triumphing over them in it.*

Colossians 2:15

Blessings...

R. C. Theophilus
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